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Abstract— Database contains very large data sets, where various duplicate records are present. The duplicate records occur 

when data entries are stored in a uniform manner in the database, resolving the structural heterogeneity problem. Maximum 

the gain of the overall process within time availability by reporting most results much earlier than traditional approaches. 

Detection of duplicate records is difficult to find and it takes more execution time. The authors described various techniques 

used to find duplicate records in the database but there are some issues in these techniques. To address this, Progressive 

Algorithms have been said, for that, which significantly increases the efficiency of finding duplicates, if the execution time is 

limited and improves the quality of records. The authors will combine base paper progressive approaches with scalable 

approaches for duplicate detection to deliver results even faster 
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 INTRODUCTION 

 

Databases are very important in today's industrial point of 

view. Systems and many more different companies are 

the focus on the accuracy of databases. The company 

needed error free data but this is not possible easily 

because of the databases are updated the day by day so 

the maximum databases are containing dirty datasets and 

also the cost of this system is very high. The many 

companies and industries are needed clean and error free 

dataset within the limited time and low cost. Controlling 

all the conditions by using the identification of duplicate 

detection process solve all problem about duplicate 

detection process. That’s why the need for controlling the 

quality of datasets and cost. Thus, data quality is often 

compromised by many factors, including data entry error 

missing integrity constraints, and many more conventions 

for recording information to make things very critical but 

in separately managed databases not only the values but 

the structure, semantics. 

 The duplicate detection process Find out the different 

duplicates pairs with reducing time to needed execution 

process it also tries to reduce the average time. 

Progressive Sorted Neighbourhood method takes clean 

data set and finds some duplicate records and Progressive 

Blocking take dirty data sets and detect large duplicate 

records in databases. Entity Resolution(ER) process is 

used for the comparisons but now a day this process is 

very costly. For example, there are many more data are 

available online on some web sites. That all data contains 

with some peoples profile of the social web sites present 

number of records more than hundreds. So, the authors 

need to recheck that millions of records. Rechecking of 

every record the authors needs to compare each and every 

people’s profile. Entity Resolution required very less 

amount of time for analysis. 

 

A. Definitions 

 

1. Identification of Duplicates: It is the process of 

identifying different representations in real world item. 

 

2. Data Cleaning: It is known as Data Scrubbing which 

denotes a process of detection, correction, and removal of 

corrupted and inappropriate records present in the 

databases, tables, record sets, etc. 

 

3. Progressiveness: It improves the results, efficiencies, 

and scalability of the algorithms used in this existing 

model. Techniques like window interval look ahead, 

partition caching, Magpie Sort are used for delivering the 

results faster. 

 

4. Entity Resolution: It is also called as de-duplication or 

record linkage. Identifies the accounts corresponding to 

the similar entity of a real-world. 

 

5. Pay-As-You-Go: It is a technique where the candidate 

pairs are theoretically ordered by the matching chances. 

Then the comparison of records using the match pairs is 

performed using the ER algorithm. 

 

Identification of unauthentic process identifies most 

unauthentic pairs early in the detection process. With 

reducing the overall time needed to finish the entire 

process, progressive approaches try to reduce the average 
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time after which an unauthentic is found. For find out the 

duplicates, they are using two methods progressively 

sorted neighborhood and progressive blocking. In that 

progressively sorted method, they search in pairing form. 

First, it can be a select pair and then Comparison with that 

selected pair and find out the duplicate. In the second 

method combined various keys which are retried in a 

previous method that is a progressively sorted 

neighborhood. Blocking is containing a deferent number 

of keys. In progressive blocking there are some deferent 

keys are available and that keys are compared with each 

other in a column. Progressive Blocks are generated 

according to sorted distance they have rejected same data 

count that data only one time and shows how many 

duplicates are present. 

 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 

 

Ananthakrishna et al. have discussed on the Eliminating 

Fuzzy Duplicates in Data Warehouses. The detection of 

multiple tuples designed for the duplicate elimination 

problem, this problem is described same real world entity 

set this also very important in the data cleaning problem. 

The author Rohit developed the algorithm for the 

eliminating the duplicates from the datasets which are 

connected to the hierarchies. For a large number of a 

result, there are some rules are applying on the large data 

and the author Rohit developed the high-quality duplicate 

detection algorithm are developed. By using this 

hierarchy developed high quality and applying on the 

operational data warehouse [1].    

 

Rohan Baxter et al. have developed on the A Comparison 

of Fast Blocking Methods for Record Linkage. The 

blocking method introduced the concept of record 

linkage; this concept helps to the comparison between 

blocking to reduce the number of comparisons with 

maintaining the accuracy about the record linkage. The 

blocking method gets a dataset and this dataset is divided 

into the number of partitions called as blocks and clusters. 

It works on the large data and also large performance 

about the speed and best accuracy by using blocking 

methods [2].  

 

Mikhail Bilenko et al. have suggested the Adaptive 

Blocking: Learning to Scale Up Record Linkage. In data 

mining, there are many more data’s are containing the 

duplicates and similar data are present between the pair of 

objects. The many more similarities create complexity 

between the clustering and classifications that are why the 

record linkage is very important in this method. Blocking 

method can eliminate the efficiency problem by using this 

record linkage method, the large number of similar data 

are separated from the dissimilar data and then applying 

record linkage on that dissimilar and similar data pairing. 

In this paper, the author Rohan said, Adaptive blocking 

method learned to block functions accurate and efficient 

[3].  

 

Peter Christen said the Towards Parameter-free Blocking 

for Scalable Record Linkage. The Linking and matching 

concept is a very important as data mining point view in 

data mining project. The data mining project are linked to 

the data are containing the information is available or not 

this is very expensive to collecting that type of data. A big 

challenge is a comparison between the data set in the 

linkage method. The only single database is compared 

with the all records of another database. There is the 

various method we are studied related with the blocking 

developed the quadratic complexity. Most of the 

techniques are focusing on the getting best result [4]. 

 

S. E. Whang et al. have discussed the Pay-as-you-go 

entity resolution. The Pay-as-you-go entity resolution is 

used for the improved the result. This technique is 

implemented for the blocking. The author Whang 

introduced hints concept. A hint is a sort list, ordered the 

list and partitions of a list are recorded. The hints are 

works on improves the efficiency and quality of records 

and also minimizing the record of comparisons. The 

author said experimentally evaluates the how hints can 

apply on the Entity Resolution. The hints have improved 

the quality of Entity Resolution processing within the 

limited time [5]. 

 

Ashwini V. Lake et al. have discussed on the A study and 

survey on various progressive duplicate detection 

mechanisms.  In some applications, data mining and 

customer affiliation management create a very critical 

problem in the process of duplicate detection. This paper 

survey discussed the both types of data, large dataset, and 

small dataset, to detect the duplicates in the less time of 

execution without disturbing the quality of dataset for that 

used the methods like Progressive Blocking and 

Progressive Neighborhood. Progressive sorted 

neighborhood method also known as a PSNM is used in 

this model for identifying the duplicate in a parallel 

approach.  The progressive Blocking algorithm works on 
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large datasets, identifying duplication requires minimum 

time. These algorithms are used to improved 

identification duplicate system [6]. 

 

Ahmed K. Elmagarmid et al. have introduced the 

Duplicate record detection: A survey. The author is 

focusing on the problem of lexical heterogeneity. Find out 

the problem about duplicate detection process. First, this 

is focused on the input set of structure and properly 

divided records specially focused on the dataset records. 

The aim of record matching is to find out records in the 

similar or different datasets from the real world entity set. 

If the group of datasets is available then on that dataset 

applying the merge and purge, quick identification and 

data deduplication. The identity uncertainty and duplicate 

detection are also commonly used in the same task. The 

author Ahmed uses the conditions duplicate record 

detection [7]. 

 

Mauricio A. Hernandez et al. have discussed on the 

merge/purge problem for large databases. Many more 

industries are needed a large number of datasets for 

different business analysis function. This concept is 

related to the information from the different datasets but 

these datasets are incomplete and inconsistence. That's 

why to complete this information used merge/purge 

problem and maximizing the efficiency. The sorted 

neighborhood method used for the solved the merge 

problem and another method is the clustering also 

evaluates the sorted neighborhood method. Both methods 

show a means of improving the accuracy of the results 

based upon a multi-pass approach that succeeds by 

computing [8]. 

 

Mauricio A. Hernandez et al. have suggested the Real-

world data is dirty: Data cleansing and the merge/purge 

problem. Many more datasets are available online and 

also these datasets are updated day by day. Some datasets 

are containing a dirty dataset so clean that dataset we used 

data cleaning and merge or purge problem to improve the 

accuracy and efficiency. Large dataset having duplicate 

information in the same entities is very difficult to clean 

the results are statistically generates the data show the 

accurate and effective. Processing the data multiple times 

using different keys for sorting on each successive pass. A 

system introduced one rule about the programming 

module is good to find out the duplicates. The author 

Mauricio said improvements in our system and reports on 

the successful implementation of a real-world database 

[9]. 

 

Alvaro E. Monge et al. have discussed an efficient 

domain-independent algorithm for detecting 

approximately duplicate database records. Many 

Databases are containing a many more duplicate data 

entry in the real world entity set these type of data entries 

are creates errors, because of the unlimited abbreviations. 

The author Alvaro presents an efficient algorithm for find 

the clusters of exact duplicate records. There are three 

types of keys ideas are compare. First type edited by the 

minimum distance. The Second types by using pair wise 

duplicates are detected. The third type is focusing on the 

size of data work on the clusters. [10]. 

 

Sven Puhlmann et al. have developed on the XML 

Duplicate Detection using Sorted Neighborhoods. The 

identification of unauthentic records is very long tradition 

problem in the many different domains for example data 

warehousing and customer relationship management. The 

type of problem is showing the matching similarity size 

and second is applying efficiency applying on the 

measuring pairs of all objects. Now in the forwarded data 

of XML data model into the nested XML data which is 

found the similarities on the new nested XML data. A 

traditional approach to identification of unauthentic 

records in relational data is sorted neighborhood method 

and comparing only tuples within that window. The 

Comparison between the object the author use XML as 

child and parent relationship. To improve the efficiency 

the author used window technique detecting the 

duplicates of each level of XML hierarchies [11].  

 

  

  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 1 Flow of System 
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III. METHODOLOGY 

 

• Flow of System: 

As shown in figure 1 i.e. flow of System, in the first step 

get the dataset for duplications and practical processing of 

data. The data is divided into the number of blocks and 

partitions. Then in next step clustering and classification 

are done for the improved the efficiency. The clustering 

and classification used for data are already sorted. Then 

pair wise matching process is done for the find out the 

duplicates in the blocks and simultaneously generates the 

transformed dataset. This transformed dataset is the 

updated dataset and the only duplicate dataset [6]. 

 

• Progressive Methods: 

A. Blocking 

Blocking techniques are introduced the blocking 

algorithm. The blocking algorithm uses the different key 

to partitions in the blocking. There is a set of record is 

present in any dataset that set of records partitioned into 

the separated blocks [4, 7]. For the comparison, we are 

using same blocks them the limited comparison are 

accepted for this block [1, 2, and 3]. Blocking is the very 

important as a partitioning point of view. The blocking 

technique concentrates on the size and number of 

partitions in the blocking. In blocking techniques they are 

select those partitions make a group, in that partitions the 

duplicates are present. Considering one example of 

Customer Relationship Management is the Zip_code. 

There are two Zip_Code are present in the same groups of 

blocking. In bath Zip_Code information matches then that 

Zip_Code data is considered as a duplicate. And other 

data is searched by the last name of customer or employee 

regarding about the size of that data. 

In a process of identifying duplicates data, the blocking is 

used the multi-pass method, which is works on the 

different partitions at the same time that's why the 

blocking technique reduces the time.  Blocking methods 

perform multiple runs, each time with a different 

partitioning predicate. 

 

B. SNM 

Sorted neighborhood method also called as a Windowing. 

In windowing method very small change, as compare to 

the blocking technique, the sorted neighborhood method 

presents three different cases [8, 9]. In the first process, 

the sorted neighborhood method assigned a separate key 

to each record. In first two cases, it is done and finds 

partition by comparison of selecting the partition which is 

already found in the blocking method. Then in the third 

case of windowing, they are sorted list of records, but the 

record size is fixed of sorted list. In the SNM the windows 

size is very small i.e. only 10 and 30 records of pairs are 

compared which compare in the same window are. The 

size of a window is big then the execution time is more 

for the result to duplicate detection but it finds out the 

more duplications. To reduce the execution time we used 

the blocking method. In blocking method introduced new 

method i.e. cluster 

 

C. Comparison between SNM and Blocking 

There are many disadvantages of the Sorted 

Neighborhood Method, the windows size is fixed, this 

problem occurs due to different sizes of datasets which 

are presented in the different clusters sizes. The windows 

size is very small then some duplicates are missed. The 

second way the windows size is large then the number of 

needless comparisons are increased in the small clusters, 

it takes a many more times to execution and decreases the 

efficiency of a system. 

In the SNM there are some attribute errors are occurs in 

process of generating the key that's why they are ignoring 

this type of error they are repeating the same process 

much time so the SNM produces same key multiple times.  

For this reason, the author Charles Elkan introduced many 

variants of SNM, with the avoiding the selected keys and 

the different variations in the XML data [10, 11]. In 

blocking method used the transitive closure for the final 

calculation of generates the key does not need to calculate 

again and again. 

 

1. Progressive Sorted Neighborhood Method (PSNM): 

The progressive SNM based on the previously sorted 

neighborhood method [9]. The PSNM sort the data using 

a previously defined key and comparing that key they 

give the same result because of these keys are already 

sorted in an SNM. So in PSNM they are fixed windows 

size not varies the windows size. SNM used only the 

limited data or key but in PSNM change the windows size 

but this size is fixed. In PSNM gives the different result 

than the dynamic comparison, the windows size is 

dynamically increased. For the dynamic comparison, they 

work on the cluster's data. First windows size is small for 

the least promising records are find out and then change 

the size of the window for the static approach is applying 

on the already sorted list [5]. In dynamic comparison is 

based on the fix result otherwise, PSNM focuses on the 

progressive sorting method and it also works on the larger 
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dataset.  

 

2. Progressive Blocking: In windowing algorithm they are 

creating fix the size of the group in the comparison of 

paring, in blocking algorithm they are continuing the 

windowing size for the similar record of a fixed group and 

they compare all pairs record this group. In blocking 

algorithms is developed for the novel approach to 

executing the same distance of the blocking techniques 

and implemented for the continuously large amount of 

blocks. Same as to PSNM concept it can be count the rank 

distance in sorting for similar estimation. By using the 

sorting method PB first crates blocks and then progressive 

increases the suitable blocks. These block extensions are 

specifically executed on neighborhoods around already 

identified duplicates, which enables PB to expose clusters 

earlier than PSNM. PB is indeed preferable for data sets 

containing many large duplicate clusters. 

 

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

 

For the performance evaluation of Improve the efficiency 

of real world entity set, the system is run on configuration 

having Windows 7 with 4GB RAM. This method is 

implemented in JAVA. For this system JAVA works on 

front end and MY-SQL on back end. Java is used to store 

all datasets and code which we generate in training phase. 

For this system we used 100 categories for image search 

which are stored in database. We evaluate our proposed 

approach on three widely used duplicate detection 

datasets namely CD dataset and DBLP dataset. This 

datasets contains different articles, books, magazines and 

mp3 data. 

  

CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK 

 

Several duplicate detection approaches are studied. The 

existing techniques which have algorithms to detect 

duplicity in records improve the competence in finding 

out the duplicates when the execution time requirement is 

less. The processes get the best result at the time of 

execution in most of the results. The progressively sorted 

neighborhood method and progressive blocking. Both 

algorithms improved the efficiency of duplicate detection 

with limited execution time. To find out the performance 

gain of our algorithms, the authors said a quality measure 

for progressiveness that integrates seamlessly with 

existing measures. We will combine the progressive 

approaches with scalable approaches for duplicate 

detection to deliver results even faster. 

 In future work, a two-phase parallel SNM, this 

executes a traditional SNM on balanced, overlapping 

partitions. Here, we will use base paper PSNM to 

progressively find duplicates in parallel, currently, in the 

base paper, it is serial execution. 
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